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	Title of Best Practice - 50 characters with spaces: Nièvre Collaborative Cultural Platform 
	Description of the best practice: 
	  What is this practice about? This text field allows for 400 characters in 4 lines: This project is based around the creation of a virtual hub or collaborative platform (citizens-cultural stakeholders-local govenrnment) which allows searching and posting, pooling of resources and skills, promotion of events and activities, co-development of cultural products, increase accessibility and awareness and participation across the whole territory, in particular remoter areas

	Issuees Faces  - 365 characters  with spaces- 12 Lines: * Fostering citizen participation in  cultural activites through a participative and interactive platform allowing user input to content* Supporting technological innovation in the creation, capture and dissemination of cultural projects* Adding territorial value* Diversifying the public who participate in cultural activities
	Key Objectives - 365 characters with spaces: * Simplified access via geo-localised thematic entries (service design) * A n open system where the Nivernais can add their their own cultural products, works of art, skills, etc. * Pooling of projects and activities of the county's cultural sector * A response to the problem of mobility * A shared space for  broadcasting and distribution 
	Main results- 365 characters with spaces - 12 Lines: Through the ERUDITE workshops a multi-stakeholder group brainstormed, developed and defined the key project concept and transformed it into a working plan. SEROI+ indicators and vlaues for the cultural outputs have also been made.In addtion The development of this collaborative platform has been integrated into the digital reference library labelling process carried out by the Department.
	Picture left (121/72 mm or 1429/850 pixel ): 
	Picture right (121/72 mm or 1429/850 pixel ): 
	Name of Partner: Direction de la Culture et du Sport
	Adress Line 1: Bibliothèque de la Nièvre
	Address Line 2: Hotel du Département
	Country: 58000 Nevers
	Contact Number: 
	Email Address: bibliotheque.nievre.fr
	Website: 
	QR-Code (35mm /35mm): 
	Picture (426mm/178mm or 5031/2102 pixel/300dpi): 
	Your Logo: 
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